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Subscribe to receive email notifications whenever new articles are published. I need treatment for my depression but am
afraid of gaining a lot of weight on SSRI's because that in itself will make me depressed. My doctor explained to me that
Sertraline has the least amount of side affects and that was why he chose it for me. Take Care, Dream Votes: There are
possible risks to every medication you try. I told this to my doctor he said "sertraline may cause weight gain and you
should have enough physical activity" I hate overweight but I prefer not to experience anxiety and depression again so I
have to exercise to lose weight. To view content sources and attributions, please refer to our editorial policy. View top
members Find a member. I gained over 40 lbs. I do need to get back to swimming 3 times a week so that I could lose
some of this weight. Sign In or Register. Weight gain on zoloft? I am taking Zoloft Sertraline for depression. One
possible reason is that the antidepressants interfere with the neurotransmitter serotonin which has a role in controlling
and regulating appetite. Myths about Drug and Alcohol Addiction. I am hoping that it is not. Sertraline - Anyone seen
tremendious weight gain?Mar 1, - 8 Answers - Posted in: zoloft, depression, obesity, weight loss - Answer:
Unfortunately weight gain is a possible side effect of Sertraline Zoloft weight gain? Jul 18, - Sertraline, or Zoloft, is
typically a weight-neutral medication, meaning it does not cause any weight gain or loss, according to an article
published in. I am not under weight at all. (in fact in last 2 months I put a bit of weight but scared to weight myself). I
am not such a person that depression caused weight loss, or lack of appetite. I want to know does sertraline cause weight
gain or weight loss. She said any time I can stop it and I am due to see her next Zoloft and weight gain / loss anxiety
panic attacks. Jan 12, - Zoloft and Weight Gain. Not every doctor informs patients of potential side effects that they may
experience while taking Zoloft or the generic version, Sertraline. One very common side effect is that of weight gain.
Some people may notice a gradual increase in weight over time while taking an SSRI, while. Zoloft (sertraline generic)
is a prescription drug used to treat depression, obsessive-compulsive disorder, panic disorder, PTSD, social anxiety
disorder, and PMDD. Common side effects are dizziness, insomnia, nervousness, and sleepiness. Drug interactions and
pregnancy and breastfeeding safety information are. Apr 13, - Learn more about 16 antidepressant drugs that may cause
weight gain, as well as antidepressants that don't. Nov 30, - A large, Harvard-based study shows that antidepressants
cause minimal weight gain, and the difference from one drug to another is small. (Cymbalta), escitalopram (Lexapro),
fluoxetine (Prozac), mirtazapine (Remeron), nortriptyline (Pamelor), paroxetine (Paxil), venlafaxine (Effexor), or
sertraline (Zoloft). Jun 12, - Other SSRIs were associated with weight gain similar to citalopram, with people taking
fluoxetine (Prozac) gaining on average a pound and a half and those taking sertraline (Zoloft) gaining nearly two
pounds, the authors write in JAMA Psychiatry. On the other hand, people taking bupropion (Wellbutrin) lost.
Conversely, he says that one of the antidepressants that seems most likely to cause weight gain is Paxil, an SSRI
(selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor). Of the other SSRIs, which include Prozac, Lexapro and Celexa, Zoloft may be
least likely to cause weight gain. No one knows for sure why antidepressants do this. Feb 23, - I too had been on zoloft
for a year and had over a 20 lb weight gain, so I tappered from zoloft in June and have been completely off it since July.
I am also a marathon runner. This kind of weight gain makes training very difficult. My speed has slowed and no matter
how much I run I can't seem to lose the Missing: generic.
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